
COMPOSITION KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
STEPS 

1. GENRE/MOOD (Film music? Song? Hiphop? Fusion?)
2. KEY (Major or Minor? Chromatic? Modal?)
3. CHORD PROGRESSION or MELODY first?

STEP 1 - What will I compose?
Listen to as many examples of your 
chosen genre/mood as possible. 
What can you use in your own 
composition? Make a shopping list!

STEP 2 - What is my key?

MAJOR 
KEY

#   
b

RELATIVE 
MINOR

#  
b

C major A minor G#

G major F# E minor F# D#

F major Bb D minor Bb C#

STEP 3 - Chords and Melody
Common Chord progressions

MELODY: ‘A good melody has many STEPS, a few LEAPS 
and some repeated notes’

OPTIMISTIC ‘Hey soul sister’ ‘I’m yours’ 
‘No woman no cry’

PESSIMISTIC ‘All of me’ ‘River flows in 
you’ ‘Grenade’ ‘Poker face’

PRIMARY Rock, Pop, Classical, Jazz, 
12 bar blues, etc etc

‘JAZZY’ The ii-V-I is used in many 
jazz standards, RnB, Pop

STEPS - Part 2
4. Repeat! Develop! Create contrast! 
5. Add layers! Minimum 4!
6. Finalise structure. Add decoration? 

‘Composing 
is a messy 
business!’

STEP 4 - How to develop my melody/piece
❏ Repeat your ideas with minor changes (Don’t ‘loop’, that’s boring!)
❏ Use sequences. Use imitation. Change octaves. Use inversion, augmentation, diminution.
❏ Create contrast! (Change dynamics, key, instruments, texture, tempo, articulation) 
❏ Use silence.

Composition is a 
balance between variety 
and repetition. Too much 

of either is NOT good!

Dynamics: Aim to have 
a range of very quiet 
(pp) to very loud (ff) if it 
suits your genre!

STEP 5 - LAYERS
Texture: Aim to have a range of very 
thin (1 or 2 instruments) to thick texture 
(4 or more instruments) if possible!

STEP 6 - Does my piece 
sound ‘complete’?
❏ Is there a logical 

structure to my piece?
❏ Do the start/end make 

sense?
❏ Is it unified? (Are the 

different sections 
connected in any 
way?)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_songs_containing_the_I%E2%80%93V%E2%80%93vi%E2%80%93IV_progression
https://www.musical-u.com/learn/exploring-common-chord-progressions/#

























